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Preface
The International Workshop on Embedded/Distributed HPC Systems and
Applications (EHPC) is a forum for the presentation and discussion of approaches,
research findings, and experiences in the applications of High Performance
Computing (HPC) technology for embedded/distributed systems. Of interest are both
the development of relevant technology (e.g.: hardware, middleware, tools) as well as
the embedded HPC applications built using such technology.
We hope to bring together industry, academia, and government researchers/users to
explore the special needs and issues in applying HPC technologies to defense and
commercial applications.
Topics of Interest
• Algorithms and Applications: addressing parallel computing needs of
embedded military and commercial applications areas such as signal/image
processing, advanced vision/robotic systems, smart-sensor based systems,
industrial automation/optimization, vehicle guidance.
• Networking Multiple HPC Systems: in-the-large application programming
models/API’s, partitioning/mapping, system integration, debugging and testing
tools.
• Programming Environments: software design, programming, and
parallelization methods/tools for DSP-based, reconfigurable, and mixedcomputation-paradigm architectures.
• Operating Systems and Middleware: distributed middleware service needs
(e.g. QoS, object distribution) of high-performance embedded applications,
configurable/optimal OS features needs, static/dynamic resource management
needs.

• Architectures: special-purpose processors, packaging, mixed-computationparadigm architectures, size/weight/power modeling and management using
hardware and software techniques.
EHPC 2000 Contents
The EHPC 2000 workshop will feature technical paper presentations, and an open
discussion session. This year, we have papers covering several topic areas of interest.
The following is a highlight of the papers.
In the algorithm and applications area, Yang et al. present a reconfigurable, dynamic
load balancing parallel sorting algorithm applicable to information fusion. Hadden et
al. present system health management application domain which would benefit from
embedded HPC architectures.
In the programming environments area, Janka and Wills present a specification and
design methodology for signal-processing systems using high-performance
middleware and front-end tools. Patel et al. present performance comparison of highperformance real-time benchmarks using hand-crafted design versus automated gluecode generation from data-flow specification using their design tool.
In the operating systems and middleware area, we have several papers ranging from
network load monitoring to communication scheduling for high-performance
applications. Islam et al. present a technique for evaluating network load based upon
dynamic paths using embedded application benchmarks. Pierce et al. present an
architecture for mining of performance data for HPC systems, extending the
capabilities of current instrumentation tools. Huh et al. present an approach for
predicting the real-time QoS in dynamic heterogeneous resource management
systems. VanVoorst and Seidel present the use of a real-time parallel communication
benchmark to compare several MPI implementations. West and Antonio present an
approach for optimizing the communication scheduling in parallel Space-Time
Adaptive Processing (STAP) applications.
In the architecture area, we have papers on software and hardware perspectives on
power management, as well as a new architecture for embedded applications.
Osmulski et al. present a probabilistic power-prediction tool for Xilinx 4000-series
reconfigurable computing devices. Unsal et al. present an energy consumption model
addressing task assignment and network toplogy/routing, using replication of shared
data structures. Schulman et al. present a system-on-chip architecture containing an
array of VLIW processing elements, with reconfiguration times much smaller than
FPGA-based architectures.
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